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Heading to Cape Town! 
! As you may know from our communications over the last 
few months, we’re in the midst of a major transition, leaving 
Burkina Faso and moving to South Africa (probably in April). In 
December, we spent a few days in Johannesburg and 2 weeks in 
Cape Town checking out potential neighborhoods, getting to 
know our SIM colleagues, and meeting some fantastic people 
through ‘random’ NJ & NC connections. What a privilege to 
have been on S. African soil at the time of Nelson Mandela’s 
death! It’s hard to express in words how much Cape Town felt 
like home.  Jen can’t wait to start ‘nesting’ there. !
! Living conditions are better for her health & wellbeing 
(privacy/quiet/personal space, plethora of gorgeous natural spaces 
including botanical gardens, gyms to join dance-exercise classes, 
etc.); there are excellent public schools for Silas to attend; and 
Marcus can more effectively fulfill his role as international 
coordinator for HOPE for AIDS, given the more reliable internet 
and the fact that Johannesburg Airport is a major hub. We are 
excited about what lies ahead in this next season of our family 
life!!
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Thankful for… 

• eye-opening conversations 
about Apartheid & sweet 
fellowship with expats & locals 
across the spectrum (whites of 
British descent, white 
Afrikaaners of Dutch descent, 
Zulu & Xhosa blacks, & 
‘coloreds’) during our time in 
South Africa 

• sweet times with Marcus’ family 
in Switzerland; the joy of 
watching Silas play like crazy in 
the snow and sled & shovel for 
the first time! 

• protection during our South 
Africa & Switzerland trips (We 
saw & heard lightning strike the 
plane! Plus severe turbulence 
on multiple flights, one lasting 
2 hours!)  

Prayers for… 

• progress in our individual & 
joint counseling, growth & 
renewal as a couple 

• making the most of the few 
months we have left in NC in 
terms of intentional family time; 
preparing for S. Africa 

• Silas saying goodbye to his 
beloved neighbor buddies 

• Marcus’ trip to Indiana & 
Michigan Jan 31 - Feb 10 to 
reconnect with friends
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Time with Family and “What will we be doing?”"
! What a blessing it has been spending time in the US & 
Switzerland, visiting family & friends, and watching Silas 
experience many ‘firsts’. We continue to be humbled by the love 
and tangible care we receive in this much-needed time of 
recovery from the challenges of living in Burkina (5 years total 
over 2 terms). With God’s leading, we feel confident that S. Africa 
is the next step on our journey. !
! Marcus continues in his HOPE for AIDS role, but is 
making himself available to the SIM S. Africa office to help out 
wherever there is need, as they are currently understaffed 
(Interested in helping? Visit sim.org to find out more). !
! Jen hopes to use her love for & fluency in French to 
provide language tutoring for youth & adults, as well as to reach 
out to immigrant French-speaking Africans in the Cape Town 
region, who are struggling to survive & are resented by local 
blacks for ‘stealing jobs’. Many of them are international students 
at Cape Town’s universities. We both get excited about 
opportunities to engage in hospitality ministry among this 
unwelcome portion of society. Those of you who appreciate the 
foodies in us know how passionate we are about cooking in a way 
that fosters ‘fellowship around the table’, and reflects God’s 
global imprint.  !
! We look forward to welcoming many of you to our future 
table! Unlike Burkina, S. Africa is English-speaking, so language 
won’t be an obstacle for our North American friends – yay!!
! May you experience Christ’s deep renewal & refreshing in 
2014!! ! " "
" " " With love,!

" " " " " The Baeders
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Contact us… 

South Africa is a more expensive 
place to live then Burkina Faso. 
Our budget is now set at US$ 
7,139/month. This includes all 
cost of living expenses, health 
insurance, administrative cost 
transport costs, and ministry 
funds. As of the first week of 
January, the pledged amount is 
at US$6,300/month. This includes 
the amounts some of you have 
already been contributing in the 
past. Thank you for your 
faithfulness! 

If you would like to help us meet 
our monthly needs, visit the 
SIM USA website:  
http://goo.gl/QVSoX4  
to give electronically. !
Our missionary number: 72741 
(be sure to write it on the memo 
line if donating by check) !
Donations mailing address: 

SIM USA  
Receipting Dept. 
PO Box 7900, 
Charlotte, NC 28273

Silas plays with his cousin Alina


